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Editor’s Note
Dear Kids!
Thank you for appreciating our efforts in putting forth “a magazine of substance”, we value your
feedback.
Dear Kids,
You know communication as part of the fourth industrial revolution has evolved over a decade
to be a store bank of information. With the advancements in internet and inventions of smart
devices, we have entered into an era of digital revolution. It is being said that GPS would soon
be a story of the past – because VPS (Visual Positioning System) is coming. A single click takes
us to travel the world, experience what lies in space and see all those beautiful creatures in the
sea. This enables us to easily communicate with our family and friends; we talk to them and see
them in real time using video chat apps. However, this connectivity poses challenge as well; kids
and young ones are more vulnerable. From identity theft to exposing to inappropriate content
or using social media to propagate false news and influence innocent minds is all included in
the cyber threats. “We are confronting hybrid conflict where focus is shifting to subversion on
religious, sectarian, ethnic and social issues”, said the Chief of Army Staff while addressing the
National Security Workshop-20. He specifically asked the youth to “stay aware and steadfast
against propaganda onslaught being launched through soft offensive”, and, “it’s our time to rise
and progress…the Pakistani nation and its armed forces have bravely and successfully stood up
to these challenges and are on a positive trajectory to defeat it effectively.”
So, dear kids, we have in this issue included special articles, which highlight the details of this
challenge, and to create awareness as to how to apply safety measures to safeguard against the
ills and benefit from the advancements in digital world. It is a reality and this cannot be undone.
Instead we have to face it head-on, with a more proactive and smarter response. You will have to
be smarter than others. One is confident that Pakistani people, especially the younger generation
is more intelligent than many other nations; it is quicker in acquiring the advanced knowledge
and learning the latest technology – a fact that is recognized world over.
Happy Reading!
Farooq-uz-Zaman
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the historian, says: “The good sense of
Muhammad despised the pomp of
royalty. The Apostle of God submitted
to the menial offices of the family; he
kindled the fire; swept the floor; milked
the ewes; and mended with his own
hands his shoes and garments.
Disdaining the penance and merit
of a hermit, he observed without
effort of vanity the abstemious diet
of an Arab.”
W.C. Taylor says, “So great was his
liberality to the poor that he often left his household
unprovided, nor did he content himself with relieving
their wants, he entered into conversation with them,
and expressed a warm sympathy for their sufferings.
He was a firm friend and a faithful ally.” Dr. Gustav
Weil writes, “Muhammad was a shining example to
his people. His character was pure and stainless. His
house, his dress, his food – they were characterized
by a rare simplicity…He was accessible to all and at
all times. He visited the sick and was full of sympathy
for all. Unlimited was his benevolence and generosity
as also was his anxious care for the welfare of the
community.”
When the Prophet’s letter was handed over to
Hercules, the Great Roman Emperor, he with great
respect said: “If I were in his presence, I would wash
his feet.” Pringle Kennedy opens his book with the
remarks as, “The height of human achievement and
glory, Mohammad...” Washington Irving says, “In

T

he Prophet of Islam (PBUH) has made
great impact not only on the Arabs but also
on the entire mankind leaving his imprints
on other races and religions, countries and
continents. The orientalists and men of intellect,
who studied the life of Muhammad from close, have
recorded their impressions in golden words, as like:
Dr. William Draper writes, “Four years after the
death of Justinian, A.D. 569, was born in Mecca, in
Arabia, the man who, of all men, has exercised the
greatest influence upon the human race... To be the
religious head of many empires, to guide the daily
life of one-third of the human race, may perhaps
justify the title of a Messenger of God.” Gibbon,
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the time of his greatest power he maintained the same simplicity of
manners and appearance as in the days of his adversity…If he aimed at
a universal dominion, it was the dominion of faith; as to the temporal
rule which grew up in his hands, as he used it without ostentation, so
he took no step to perpetuate it in his family.” Charles Stuart Mills
says, “…He was gifted with that authoritative air or genius which alike
influences the learned and commands the illiterate.”
John William Draper says, “the towering personality of
Muhammad has left bright and indelible imprints on all mankind.”
Jules Masserman adds, “Perhaps the greatest leader of all times was
Mohammad, who combined all the three functions. To a lesser degree
Moses did the same.” James Gavin says, “Among leaders who have
made the greatest impact through ages, I would consider Muhammad
before Jesus Christ.” Sir Thomas Carlyle calls the Prophet “a man of
truth and fidelity, true in what he did, in what he speaks and thought
– this is the only sort of speech worth speaking. I like Muhammad for
his hypocrisy-free nature with clear and sound words he addresses the
Roman Tsars and Kings of Persia. He guides them to what he loves for
them in this life and in the eternal life.”
Stanley Lane Poole says, “He was the Messenger of the One True
God: And never to his life’s end did he forget for a moment who he
was! He was one of those happy few who have attained the supreme
joy of making one great truth their very life-spring. Mohammad was an
enthusiast in the noblest sense… He was the most faithful protector of
those he protected, the sweetest and most agreeable in conversation.
Those who saw him were suddenly filled with reverence; those who
came near him loved him; they who described him would say, “I have
never seen his like either before or after.”
J.W.H. Stab observes as, “Judged by the smallness of the means
at his disposal, and the extent and permanence of the work that he
accomplished, his name in world’s history shines with a more specious
luster than that of the Prophet of Makkah…And beyond all this, his
words have governed the belief of generations, been accepted as their
rule of life, and their certain guide to the world to come. At a thousand
shrines the voices of the faithful invoke blessings on him, whom they
esteem the very Prophet of God, the seal of the Apostles.... Judged by
the standards to human renown, the glory of what mortal can compare
with his?”
Sir George Bernard Shaw says, “I have studied him – the wonderful
man and in my opinion far from being an anti-Christ, he must be
called the Savior of Humanity…I have prophesied about the faith of
Muhammad that it would be acceptable to the Europe of tomorrow as
it is beginning to be acceptable to the Europe of today.” Michael Hart
writes in the foreword of his book, “My choice of Muhammad to lead
the list of world’s most influential persons may surprise (you), but he
was the only man in history who was supremely successful on both the
secular and religious levels...It is probable that the relative influence of
Muhammad on Islam has been larger than the combined influence of
Jesus Christ and St. Paul on Christianity.”

aFaryal F. Ashraf has gathered the above sayings of great orientalists in connection with the
Birthday of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) celebrated on 12th of Rabi-ul-Awal 1440.
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Dua Before Sleeping

Allahumma bismika
amootu wa ahyaa.
O Allah! With your name I
die and live.
- From “Basic Duas for Children”

Contributed by Muhammad

The Prophet’s
Birthday
The heart is filled with reverence,
The mind with deep awe and joy;
They all tell the story of this day,
The greatest person came to earth.
Only the divine veil lifted and fell,
What we call his birth and death;
May the blessings of his sacred cause,
Bring ecstatic pleasures to this world.
Kamal

9 NOVEMBER

I

Ayesha Jamil

IQBAL DAY

qbal Day is celebrated every year on 9th of
November – within Pakistan and all around
the world – to pay homage to Allama Dr
Muhammad Iqbal, ‘the Poet of the East’ and
the man who conceived the idea of an independent
homeland for the Muslims of subcontinent. With
his splendid literary work, Allama Iqbal exclusively
addressed the youth and urged them to be like an
eagle, work hard and become the future of a vibrant
nation. The power of his pen revolutionized the
Muslims of subcontinent who ultimately succeeded
in getting a separate homeland, Pakistan, under the
leadership of Quaid-i-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah.
Schools all over Pakistan celebrate this day
as The City School’s Cantonment campus also
celebrated the Iqbal Day with utmost reverence.
Likewise, the Beaconhouse Behria Town arranged
a beautiful Iqbal Day function. The City School’s
celebration was held at Giga Mall, on November
9. The management decorated the hall with deep
affection; they displayed their love for our national
hero. It was adorned with beautiful flowers and
balloons. Allama Iqbal’s pictures were hanged
from the ceiling with glowing fairy lights in such
a way that they looked as if they were floating in
the air surrounded by stars. This small decorative
idea really depicted the true value of our national
hero which is undoubtedly amongst the shining
stars. The ceremony was held in the middle of
the Mall within a rectangular area marked with
colorful balloons and fresh flowers. The stage was
also enhanced with beautiful curtains and flowers:
a nine-foot statue of an eagle – Iqbal’s Shaheen,
the mascot of Khudi (Self Awareness). Shaheen,
the Eagle, is the most fearless of all birds who flies
at high altitudes and has the ability to see beyond
superficial. The statue stood next to a huge model
of a book with Iqbal’s poetry for the students.
The ceremony started in the name of Allah
Almighty with the recitation from the Holy
Quran. The whole function was hosted by two

young students of Grade 2, Muhammad Hashir
Jamil and Bareera Noor. The audience rose for
the national anthem of our beloved homeland.
This was followed by a motivational speech
from the Principal. The City School Chakwal
Campus was also invited in the function and their
students performed excellently. The little hearts
of both the schools participated with full zeal
and zest. Students delivered beautiful speeches
in the honour of their beloved poet. There were
many dance performances which brought Iqbal’s
poetry for kids to life. Shikwa, Jawab-e-Shikwa
recited by the students gained applause by the
audience. Iqbal’s poems for kids such as Aik
Makra aur Makhi, Aik Pahaar aur Glehri, Maan
ka Khwab and Bachay ki Dua were performed
by the talented students. The ceremony was a
great celebration and a spectacular tribute to our
beloved poet Allama Muhammad Iqbal.
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Zunaira Qaisar

25 DECEMBER

H

QUAID DAY

ere what excites me about my country,
Pakistan, is that how it came into being?
How this idea popped up in the mind of
a person and then he struggled so hard to
turn this dream into reality?
Hey buddies! Have a look around yourself. Just
take a deep breath and tell me…don’t you feel the
freedom and aroma of independence in the air?
Surely you’ll. Won’t you?
My dear, behind this remarkable effort there was
a teamwork ---- a team guided by an amazing leader.
The great leader of this campaign was none
other than the Founder of Pakistan, Quaid-i-Azam
Muhammad Ali Jinnah.
He was a Quaid – Azeem Quaid – in true spirit.
He was born on December 25, 1876 at
Wazir Mansion in Karachi. Last year, on December
25, we celebrated his 143rd birthday, with a renewed
spirit and firm resolve to follow his footsteps and
achieve his defined objectives for Pakistan.
As a kid we need to study how young Muhammad
Ali Jinnah spent his time during his school days;
which clearly indicated to his huge potential of
becoming a great leader in the later years. It is
rightly said for Jinnah, “He’s a special person and
personality who can lead a startup to roaming
success.” He was an obedient and excellent student
in early years of his life, also throughout his political
career he emerged as a man of principle who acted
upon whatever he said or promised to do so. He had
a reputation of having a charming personality –
adorable and honourable. He was so impressive that
even the opponents admired his actions and quotes.
He was not only a person, but also an institute in
his own self. He possessed a pleasing personality
combined with polished manners, his presence in
the gathering remained an attraction for others.
The most important thing that the kids can
learn from his life is the importance of time. Yes,

the one thing he valued the most was ‘time’. The
way he utilized every minute is truly meritorious;
punctuality, keeping appointments and never
wasting a moment was his second nature.
And kids, you know what? He was a very soft
hearted person, enriched with the love for humanity.
When he saw both the British and Hindus were
suppressing the rights of Muslims of subcontinent,
he could not stop himself from raising his voice
against this barbarity. By 1940, Jinnah had come
to believe that the Muslims of subcontinent should
have their own state. In that year, on 23rd March,
All India Muslim League led by Jinnah got passed
the “Pakistan Resolution” that demanded a separate
homeland. Due to his diligent hard work and
sacrifices of the Muslims of subcontinent, today we
are enjoying this freedom. The sacrifices of Muslims
of subcontinent are just beyond words.
Unfortunately, the Quaid died in age 71 on
September 11, 1948, just over a year after Pakistan
gained Independence from the British India. It was a
great loss! Indeed. He was a great man. Innumerable
streets, roads and localities in the world are named
after Jinnah, due to his amazing personality and
unprecedented contribution.
Dear kids! you too can be a leader like Jinnah
if you keep following the footsteps of the Quaid.
His biographer Stanley Wolpert rightly said,
“Mr Jinnah remains Pakistan’s greatest leader.”
Indeed, he perfectly answered the definition of
‘Mard-e-Momin’, which Allama Iqbal beautifully
rendered in his poetry:

����
ب
ج��س س
� ے ج��گ ِر لا�لہ � یم�ں ٹ��ھ� ڈ�ک ہ
�و وہ ش ن م
ن
ے دل ج��س س
در��ا ں ک
وہ �طو ف��اں، ے د��ہل ج��ا ئ�� ی�ں
ی �ؤ

May Allah grant him the highest rank in Jannah.
Ameen
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Message of the Quaid

A VERY

“My message to you all is of hope, courage and confidence. Let us mobilize all our resources in a systematic
and organized way and tackle the grave issues that
confront us with the grim determination and discipline
worthy of a great nation.”
(October 24, 1947)

May all of your dreams come true,
And you find peace and love in all that you do.
May this world know the gentle sound of a hush,
May it calm all its anger and slow its pace from the rush.

‘I Am a Soldier’
From the tears of mothers,
To the patience of fathers;

May we all hear the sound of joy
And push away all that hurts that destroy.

From the love of siblings,
To the respect of nation;

The New Year I hope will be good to us all.
Care and calm, a helping hand when we fall.

From the roars of bullets,
To the thunder of bombs;
From the soil of Motherland,
To the bravery of martyrs;

Listen more, slow down, and say I love you,
Stop for a moment; take a breath, take in the view.

From the primitive commendations,
To the prime of Nishan-i-Haider;

Appreciate your family; tell them you care,
Do something exciting, a thrill or a dare.

From the hard-earned uniforms,
To the graveyards of shuhada;

Enjoy all that the New Year may give,
We have but one life, so let’s learn to live.

I have to fight for all this,
Just because I am a soldier;

It’s a New Year, a brand new start,
Always remember, live and love from your heart.

I am a soldier,
I am a soldier.

Wishing each and every one a year to behold,
And may it be full of wonders for you to unfold.

Zaina Ahmed (Class 7, APSACS Attock)

- Sandra Hearth
Contributed by Muhammad

Power of Dreams
“Never give up on what you really want to do. The person with
big dreams is more powerful than one with all the facts.”
(Albert Einstein)
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the Season

Hina Yaqub

C

hristmas day on December 25 is one of the
most festive Christian holidays in many
countries around the world. It celebrates
the birth of Hazrat Eisa A.S.
Christmas day is a holiday in many but not
all countries. Many homes have Christmas trees
and other decorations in the weeks leading to
Christmas day. Some hold Christmas parties
prior to December 25, exchange presents, sing
Christmas songs and dance.
For children it’s a special time as they get
presents from family, friends and Santa Claus or
father Christmas. Christmas cards are also given
or sent out to Christmas day while others invite
friends to a Christmas buffet or potluck meal.
In Pakistan, the Christian community enjoys

full religious freedom. On this day, they go to
churches, wear beautiful clothes and exchange
gifts with each other. In order to show solidarity
with the Christian community, Chief of Army
Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa also visited a
church in the Lalkurti area adjacent to General
Headquarters, and greeted the participants on
the occasion.
With such a huge participation, Christmas
naturally becomes a season of joy, love and peace;
the prayer leaders in churches preach to forget
pain, hatred and fear, and all the negative things
that happened all the way through the year. They
ask for spreading happiness and joy, and helping
others, especially the needy ones.
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Ishmal Basharat
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commander of a brigade in the Mysore army
that was being trained under the French army
instructors. As a keen observer and born warrior
Haider Ali, who was well aware of the British
colonial designs, closely watched the French
army and acquired a useful familiarity with war
tactics as the French gained popularity under
Joseph François Dupleix, who happened to be a
rival of Robert Clive, the British General.
The brave Haider Ali formed his own
company, purchased small arms and artillery
from Bombay Presidency and enrolled natives as
well as sailors from European nations as gunners.
From here his military triumphs picked up. At
the siege of Devanhalli (1749) Haider deployed
his battalion and attracted the attention of Nanja
Raja, a minister of the Raja of Mysore. In 1757,

he legacy of Sultan Haider Ali and his son
Sultan Tipu is always referred to as one
of the most powerful resistances any 18th
century leader in the subcontinent had
offered to imperialism. Both father and son are
regarded as the source of inspiration to those who in
later generations led the movement for Pakistan and
India’s independence.
Haider Ali was born, in 1722, to a Syed
family of Gul Bargah, Deccan, whose
lineage is traced back to Holy
Prophet (PBUH). His father
was Chief Constable
at Budikot near
Karnataka,
while
his
brother was a
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he was placed in
command of the
army against a
Marathan attack,
which he repulsed
in 1758. In recognition, the
Raja awarded him the title
of “Nawab” and “Khan Bahadur.”
By 1761 he replaced Nanja and became
minister. With his finest administration and
accountability drive, he set the records of
treasury straight and steered the kingdom out
of bankruptcy done by Nanja. This earned
him reputation of a good administrator which
made him a de facto ruler of Mysore. When the
Wadiyar Raja died in 1766, Haider Ali succeeded
him as a Sultan.
In 1763, he conquered Kanara and made
Haidarnagar his own capital. In 1765, he defeated
the Maratha forces on the Malabar coast, then
conquered Calicut. This alerted the British who,
in order to marginalize Haider’s increasing power
and popularity, made alliances with his local
rivals. In 1766, the British in Madras made a pact
with the Nizam and the Marathas to use against
him. Haider Ali, however, thwarted this plan by
inducing the Marathas to defect. He inflicted a
humiliating defeat on the British Bombay army,
and broke their siege at Bangalore. By April 1769
the British entered a treaty of mutual protection,
which meant that if the Marathas retaliated for
their earlier defeat, the British would help. If the
British were attacked, he would assist. Haider’s
position was so strong that it was he who drew
up the terms of the treaty, which included the
restoration by both sides of territory taken.
History remembers it as the First Anglo-Mysore
War of 1767-1769.
In 1771, when the Marathas attacked Haider
Ali, the British turned back on their agreement and
did not send their troops. Stung by this treatment,
Haider turned aside from diplomatic dealings
with the English, instead sought an alliance with
the French who responded positively. In 1779,
he turned to the Nizam of Hyderabad and the
Marathas to form an anti-British alliance. In
1780 he inflicted another defeat on the British in
a battle on September 10, known as the Second
Anglo-Mysore War. His son Tipu Sultan led an
attack on the British in 1782 at the Coleroon
River, where they defeated the British who

later maneuvered to enter into alliance with the
Nizam and Marathas to win series of battles
under Warren Hastings. Haider Ali sent Tipu to
seek French help, but before it could materialize
Haider Ali died a sudden death from cancer, in
1782.
Haider Ali was a brave soldier who became the
most formidable rival the British ever encountered
during their colonial presence in India. He was
regarded as a great General to have walked the
face of Asia. He is remembered as a brave military
commander, but he was also a competent civilian
administrator. As a Muslim ruling a Hindumajority state, he was careful to govern as a
moderate ruler, honouring freedom of religion
and Hindu legal tradition. He built roads, laid out
gardens and fortified Bangalore, Seringapatam
and other areas of his territory. Dr Amyn B. Sajoo,
the scholar at Simon Fraser University’s Centre for
Comparative Muslim Studies in Vancouver,
Cananda, rightly says, “of all India’s
rulers, it was father and son –
Haider Ali and Tipu Sultan
– who did more than
anyone else to
resist colonialism
in India.”
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Interactions

Online
Rohaan Khalid
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re you a phone addict? Do
you have the habit to snub
someone in favour of a
mobile phone? Do you treat
your phone as a person? You can
come with many more questions and
answer them yourselves to prove that
cell phones are overpowering real life
human interactions.
Where is your phone right
now? If you are able to answer this
question just by glancing into one of
your hands right now, you may be
a phone addict. We should all agree
on the point, that whenever we
come back from school or office we
check our phones, we have become
phone zombies. It is so humiliating
when people prefer cell phones
rather than conversing with each
other, whether, they are sitting in a
group or just with another person.
We have all been there as either
victim or perpetrator. It is a fact that
little by little, Internet and mobile
technology seems to be subtly
destroying the meaningfulness of
interactions we have with others,
disconnecting us from the world
around us, and leading to an
imminent sense of isolation in
today’s society.
Instead of willing to meet
someone face to face, we prefer
chatting with them online or
sending voice messages. It may
seem simpler, but we ultimately end
up seeing our friends face to face a
lot less. Even if we take some time
out to meet someone in person, we
don’t fulfill it.
Whether you know it or not,
you’ve been phubbed. “Phubbing” –
the practice of ignoring someone in
order to pay attention to one’s phone
or other mobile device – may not be
part of your everyday vocabulary,
but it’s almost certainly part of your
everyday life. The art of snubbing
people by looking at your phone,

even while you are buying your coffee or
sitting together at a table, is known as
‘Phubbing’. Short for ‘phone snubbing’ the
word was coined in 2012 by Australian ad
agency McCann Melbourne as a part of a
dictionary promotion, which spawned a
global ‘stop phubbing’ campaign.
There’s an irony in phubbing. When
we’re staring at our phones, we’re often
connecting with someone on social
media or through texting. Sometimes,
we’re flipping through our pictures the
way we once turned the pages of photo
albums, remembering moments with
people we love. Unfortunately, however,
this can severely disrupt our actual,
present-moment, in-person relationships,
which also tend to be our most important
ones.
In this age and time of advanced technology
most of us own a smart phone. Pew Research
Center reported last year that 90 percent of all
U.S. adults have a cell phone, and nearly 6 out of
10 have a smartphone and not denying the fact,
all of us like to socialize on social media sites, like
Facebook and Instagram.
Moreover, we have thousands of friends and
we share our posts and they like them, they share
about their everyday life and we like it, and the
cycle goes on. But, ask yourself, out of all the
friends you have on Facebook or Instagram,
how many of them are your close friends whom
you can trust or share things with. It seems we
have more extended connections than ever in this
digital world, which can be great for networking,
if it’s used right. The sad fact of the matter is that
most of us don’t. It’s too hard to keep up with
1000 friends, let alone 200. At that point, do we
even remember their names? We need to start
prizing the meaning of quality in our connections,
not sheer quantity.
This is not a new argument; we are just scared
to talk about it. There are many people around the
world who have suggested that mobile impacts on
human relations is a negative one, such as Andrew
Przybylski and Netta Weinstein, researchers at the
University of Essex who found that just having a
phone nearby can harm interpersonal connections,
even if you don’t ever pick it up. So what’s the
real story? If mobile phones are so harmful for
human relationships, why are they being adopted so

rapidly?
Does the rise in mobile technology mean that
humans are somehow growing less fond of
spending time with one another? Not quite.
Past evolutionary psychology research by
British anthropologist and psychologist Robin
Dunbar has revealed that people are actually
limited to a certain number of stable, supportive
connections with others in their social network:
roughly 150. Furthermore, recent follow-up
research by Cornell University’s Bruno Goncalves
used Twitter data to show that despite the current
ability to connect with vast amounts of people via
the Internet, a person can still only truly maintain
a friendship with a maximum of 100 to 200 real
friends in their social network.
It is time to take action now, to bring a change
in ourselves. What are we doing with our lives?
Why are we texting all the time? Why are we
allowing mobile to overtake human interactions
of new generations? We are living on the edge of a
black hole, with our heads bent down on a digital
screen and we don’t know where it will take us.
This needs to be stopped before it’s too late. Let’s
spend more time together with our friends and
families. Let’s make the relationships that count,
last, and not lose them for a few more likes.
(Rohaan Khalid O-3 at Aitchison
College, Lahore)
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A STITCH IN TIME
SAVES ONLINE

Seheresh Qazi

W

ith the information explosion and the
world connected with wires, hubs,
routers and servers, we have evolved
and travelled far from being just a
global village to expanding horizons of knowledge
and wonder. Internet is one of the greatest inventions
of mankind connecting millions of people around
the globe to each other and bringing the ocean of
information on to our screens with few clicks. Now
we are creating a network of devices communicating
with each other and sharing information in realtime.
But this freedom and surfing into the ocean
of knowledge and connectivity has exposed us to
threats and crimes previously unknown. It becomes
inevitable to acquire adequate knowledge of
cyberthreats and the measures one can take to be
safe online.
Pakistan has been at war for almost two
decades. Apart from the conventional war, the
country is facing the enemy on many fronts. The

unconventional front is the cyber battlefield where
enemies of Pakistan are trying untiringly to cause
Pakistan harm from the inside by spreading false
information and propaganda. Cyber space is used
for both offensive and defensive operations that
involves but is not limited to the threats of cyberattacks, espionage and sabotage.
As most of the internet users today are the youth,
unfortunately they are the ones most vulnerable to
being the victims of the cyber threats. Having the
knowledge of these threats and how to be safe online
can enable us to enjoy the perks of internet without
putting ourselves or our loved ones in any danger.
Moreover, it is important to note that nowadays
anyone can use the internet anywhere which gives
equal access to the predators, and criminal minded
people to plot, target and harm their victims
especially children.
Social media is a new form of communication and
is widely used by the youth. The major cybercrimes
are happening on social media with real-time
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consequences. Children and teen-agers being naïve
to the harsh realities and atrocious mindsets of the
terrorists, are the easy prey.
We should observe caution whom we befriend
on social media and in chat rooms. Accepting friend
requests from unknown people can be a real threat.
Inappropriate content is specifically targeted to the
youth and is readily available to one who isn’t even
looking for it. The adult material is not only a key
to the moral corruption but also open gateways for
the criminal minded to obtain your data, hack your
devices and blackmail you or use your personal
data for wrong purposes. These links are also most
common way of installing malware and spyware
softwares along with viruses that may not only
damage your devices and steal your data but also can
keep tabs on your online activity and subsequently
misuse your personal data. The best way is never
to click a link that is from unknown sources. Use
of good anti.virus software minimizes the data and
also blocks and warns the users regarding the sites
that are suspicious or contain any malicious data.
Moreover, in chat rooms personal information must
never be shared with strangers.
Identity theft is a common issue on social media
and is a cybercrime punishable by law of Pakistan.
The unknown people in your friend list can steal
your data and use it to make fake accounts that can
be used for spreading of adult content, blackmail,
hate speech and even to aid more serious crime as
terrorism. Personal pictures and information must
not be shared to the public; rather it must only be
shared with close friends and family. Sharing of too
much personal information and pictures to the public
can make one individual an easy target for identity
theft. Any sort of identity theft must be dealt with
appropriately by reporting it to the respective social
media help site and to the concerned authorities
after taking your parents into confidence.
Online predators lurking in the shadows may be
kidnappers too who can easily identify and name
their targets. An alarming aspect of using checkins to share your location on social media is that
it lays down a pattern and the stalkers can know
exactly where to find and kidnap or harm their
targeted children. Facebook and social media checkins usually makes it public and share the images to
the checked-in venue opening it to the public. The
social media sites come with privacy settings and
the privacy of shared content can be controlled a
great deal using these privacy checks. Also it is best

practice to share personal information as less as
possible.
Propaganda is one of the most widely used and
one of the tools of cyberwarfare. Spreading false
information and propagating lies and deceitful
narrative can easily affect other people’s opinions
and steer away the united stance to confusion and
differences. The widest range of the cyberattack
Pakistan has to deal with is with the fake accounts
operational from the Indian territory posing to be
Pakistanis. The primary mission of these accounts
is to spread hate and confusion amongst the youth
of Pakistan. The written articles and content on the
web is not that much affective as the words uttered
from a profile. That feels more relative, real and
more human.
India’s proxy war is not a secret. Indian
supported terrorists have been creating havoc in the
country and the RAW agents like Kulbhushan Yadav
caught sponsoring and orchestrating terrorism is a
proof in itself that the enemies of Pakistan are trying
hard to sabotage Pakistan’s core. On social media
the propagating accounts can be easily identified by
the few key indicators. These accounts usually talk
lies and spread hate against Pakistan Armed Forces.
These accounts instigate violence and talk about
violence when a political or religious issue arises.
These fake profiles also talk about prompting ethnic
differences to divide the provincial unity and turn
one province against the other. They also spread
hatred between the religious sects and disrupt the
harmony and coexistence of people with different
religious beliefs. These are the fake accounts that
would always talk negative about Pakistan and
feed with false information to spread uncertainty,
hopelessness and suspicion amongst the Pakistanis
especially the youth. Only recently, on a national
issue, several such fake accounts were traced back
to India as they were actively broadcasting against
Pakistan serving to their own evil agendas.
It demands caution and vigilance when these
are online; never to succumb to the hate speech,
false propaganda or bullying. Also it is vital that
we keep our personal information to ourselves
and never accept strangers in our friends list. We
should also verify with the people we know in real
life before adding them on social media, if that’s
their own account or their identity has been stolen
to create a fake account. There is cyber law in place;
any such activity is punishable by law. If you are
witness or a victim to any such activity, the parents
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must be taken in confidence
and the issue reported into the
cybercrime wing of FIA. The
profiles spreading hate speech
and violence must also be
reported to stop the enemies in
their tracks.
Being online we must adhere
to the safety precautions and be
vigilant for our personal security
as well as national security. And
we must never give in and fall a
victim to such false propaganda
and report any such activity. We
must install antivirus software
in our PC and mobile phones and
never download from unknown
sources. While visiting websites
it is important that we look for
https on the address bar. The
https ensures that the website is
safe to visit and does not have any
viruses. With the technological
advancements and the new phe
nomenon of internet of things,
multiple devices are tending
to connect and communicate
with each other thus creating a
network of devices and opening
new prospects of technology
but at the same time making us
vulnerable. But following simple
security protocols we can step
into the wonders of technology
and enjoy gaining the world of
information and entertainment.
We can volunteer with the
cybercrime branch of FIA to
become ‘cyber scouts’ to spread
awareness amongst our fellows.
We the youth are the
shaheens of Iqbal who the
Quaid-i-Azam looked forward to
be the real makers of Pakistan.
By observing vigilance and
combating the cyberthreats,
we can help ourselves and our
fellows to enjoy safe cyber
experience and do our due to
make Pakistan emerge as a
resilient, united and invincible
country.

Your Feedback

Hey Fellows! Save Water
Hey fellows!
Today I am going to tell you about saving our precious
and beautiful blue seas, rivers and dams. And yes,
that means water conservation.
What’s better than having loads of water whenever
you need it. That’s right, nothing at all. And what do you think is
worse than millions of people dying out there every year due to
water shortage? Of course, tragic.
Pakistan is among the ten countries of the world which will have
to face water shortage by the year 2025. Karachi is already the world’s
sixth water, scarce city in the world. Everyone has to play a role in
saving water otherwise all of us will have to suffer due to less water.
Not only us, but those old trees that give us fruits and vegetables,
those animals that give us meat, those birds that fascinate us with
their beautiful wings eventually have to go and perish. There will be
only one reason behind this that there will be no water.
Adults can save water by not getting daily car wash and closing
taps while washing dishes. Most kids in summers fill swimming
pools on daily basis, play with running water, keep tap open while
brushing their teeth and washing their face and completely forget to
close the tap afterwards. Instead of making others’ lives miserable,
we can help and contribute by playing our role.
So, my dear fellows! Stand up, and save the world because if you
want the change, be the change, and you will see a difference. So,
prove yourself a responsible citizen.
Maira Bajwa, Islamabad

‘Amazing Magazine’
Dear Editor!
It’s really an honour for me to be part of Hilal for Kids. It seems
to me the best magazine for kids I have ever read. The way all the
little writers are participating in it, is truly admirable – really a very
healthy initiative for kids of our age.
Through you I wish to address your readers as well.
Dear Kids! Reading is the healthiest activity for your mind and
your soul. It’s a treat for all of you – in the form of Hilal for Kids –
because in time of social media kind of hypnotizer, a good book or
healthy reading material can give your mind a soothing effect. Now
put aside your PlayStation, and just have a dive into the funky and
artistic world of kids, which the Hilal Publications have created for
you, me, and for all those who have a thirst for knowledge.
At this time, I really want to appreciate the editors and the
whole team behind this kawish. Congratulations! And please keep
doing this amazing job for kids. They need it badly. This kind of
healthy entertainment should be an integral part of a kid’s life. You
are providing a big relief to the parents, too.
God speed.
Zunaira Qaisar, Kasur
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TEENAGE LIFE

to us to bridge that gap and the building material
for that is communication, cooperation and
mutual understanding.
On one hand the parents might be thinking
that their child has his/her own world, or too busy
to spend time with them. The child, on the other
hand may be feeling lonely or isolated. There are
children who can’t express themselves very well
or are just introverts and this is often taken as an
attitude or lack of interest or association. Here
comes the misunderstanding and communication
gap between the both.
We as children need to realize that we cannot
see the world as our parents can, due to their
experience. They have seen more than us and
one day we would be standing in their position
and then we’d realize how right they were! So
why then waste our time? I know being 17 comes
with ego and the need of being independent but
we should learn to step down to have a win-win
situation.
Both sides need to take a step towards each
other. We need to learn how to forgive or how
to visualize the other person’s perspective. We
need to do something about it just to make things
better. Relationships aren’t just time pass, these
form part of your personality that always stays
inside you. The memories you make always stay
with you. Whether you live with each other or a
hundred miles apart.

Maham Bajwa

he
issue relating to
communication gap between
teens and their parents is an
endless debate and is being discussed
at many forums with.
Today we are just children, but we
are also the future of Pakistan. We are
very important, yes, for our families and
our country. But, if our parents are trying, and
the professionals are giving their best to grasp the
situation, why then the gap between us and our
parents remains unbridged?
The first thing we need to do is end this blame
game that has been going on. Parents blame their
children and the children blame their parents.
This is not a game neither is it a battle. There’s
nothing to win but a lot to lose. Can we afford to
lose each other?
Nothing is ever just black as white and every
story has two sides. The parents are concerned
that their children are not sharing the stuff with
them but on the other hand the children are
worried that if they do so, their parents wouldn’t
understand. To some extent this is true. The
generation gap is after all too wide. Thus, it is up
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Celebrating

Birthday

Without Family
Shehrbano Jamil

T

oday is my 13th birthday – the day when
I will finally be entering the fold of my
youth. This day was supposed to be spent
with my family and my loved ones but
instead it was spent with everyone but no one.
I am studying in Gaziantep, Turkey; I stay here
with my Dad while the rest of my family lives back
in Pakistan. Every night I lie awake in bed filled
with hollowness. Heat swells behind my eyes as I
think of my family, streaming tears down my face.
I try to stifle my sobs but they never go away and
then eventually, I drift off to sleep with a circle of
moisture pressed to my cheek.
If mother knew that I cry every night, I know
the look she would give me. The corners of her
mouth turned down. Eyebrows set low over her
eyes glistening with tears. If she knew that I
always mourn for her before going to bed, she
would caress me in her warm, safe wings and
never let me go.
Today I woke up at my families’ beautiful voices
singing the birthday song for me. But as the day
proceeded I started missing them intensely. I felt
the roar of thunder in my chest as the rain poured
down on the dry grass. It was raining in Gaziantep
after three months. My sisters and I used to pray
for the rain so we could play in the park but today
this rain brought tears into my eyes. It felt like my
heart was pouring out its grief through the clouds.
I dragged the heel of my hand to my cheeks and
received the guests with a smile painted on my
face.
My birthday celebration was huge. It was
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organized in a café and all of our friends and their
families were invited. People filed in, greeted me,
presented lots of gifts but every time new people
entered the hall, I somehow got disappointed
because my eyes were still searching for the faces
engraved on my heart. Whenever I looked behind
at the mountain of gifts, I couldn’t help but think
of my sisters’ joyful faces ready to rip off the gifts
in excitement and then claiming the things they
liked. In every lady I searched for my mom’s
beautiful face. I could see Hamza’s shy smile in
every person that wished me. All the littles kids
playing there reminded me of my baby brother
Hashir. My emotions overwhelmed me and I
constantly tried to blink away the tears flooding
through my eyes. The cake, the wishes, the gifts,
everything was so beautiful. Everyone was so kind
to me but the hollow feeling never left my body.
All the laughter was muffled and every moment
was incomplete. The café was swarming with
people but it still felt so barren.
Our families play the most important roles
in our lives and without them; we are nothing
but struggling beings in this world. Sometimes
the burden of responsibilities can make us crave
isolation but it is within our loved ones where we
feel the happiest. My problem isn’t that I can’t
go back home. My problem is that I cannot live
without my family. That my heart is connected to
them and I feel like a piece of me is lost without
their presence. My life right now is like a beautiful
dream but I would give away anything to be with
my family.

Universal Children’s Day

‘Not leaving
them alone’

M

Huma Kirmani

y son asked me about Children’s Day
Celebration. I told him, every year, 20th
November is observed as Universal
Children’s Day. I said it is the day that
offers a chance to learn how we can help the youngest,
most vulnerable members of our communities.
I explained him further about the history, and
significance of the day. He soon fell asleep with the
feeling of excitement that he was expecting at his
school. I looked at his face, which had a peaceful
expression. I smiled and left his bedroom.
There were chilled air currents from the
window, I moved to pull down the pane but the
sobs, whines, moaning struck my eardrum. I was
all alone there; yonder the crestfallen moon was
floating in somber clouds as there was a hint of
rain in air. I wondered about those silent tears
which had gotten a chance to resonate the lost
happiness. It was dark quiet lonesome night. I
stood by that window, pretty inquisitive to those
sobs.
There formed a milky streak yonder the
horizon, immense broken stars lined up. I
reckoned childhood fairytales chanted by my
Granny where fairies were as bright as stars but
Granny never said that fairies could be the broken
stars. In a while, all those broken stars began to
dribble as drops of blood.
The silence made me heard the pitter patter of
blood drops. It frightened my faculties, my numb
hands were frozen at the window pane which I
supposed to pulled down.
There was a sudden panoramic view of a
snowy carriage, I attended the evident flash of the
god fairy whose cheeks were illumined by tears,
apparent sign of sorrow.
I didn’t know how I found myself in her

carriage just in a nanosecond. She looked at me;
her beautiful kind eyes were manifesting a grave
warning as not to ask rather behold that ceaseless
plummet of broken stars as drops of blood. The
god fairy, her carriage and I rambling around.
She looked at me and didn’t reply. Her
expressions were hard as she didn’t like my
meddling. I looked up at the sky where there was
no streak of those broken stars. I couldn’t stop
myself to ask her again.
“Pardon! Please tell me where all the broken
stars are gone to? Why there were blood drops?
Why there was an obnoxious smell?”
The long streak of broken stars were the broken
little hearts of children whose dreams, prayers
and childhood fascinations were all duped by the
worst crime of war and terrorism.”
She took a deep breath and continued as, “I
was trying to console their restless souls and those
drops of blood were indicating their return to
eternity where their all perils which jeopardized
their childhood suffering, would embrace their
morality higher and immortal.”
Just then before I could have asked more, I
was just pushed outside that carriage and I like
the astray satellite leap and bound, not really
certain of my survival, with a bang hit the floor.
Oh dear! Was that all dream?
I was standing by the window, the mute silence
of the night and the jaw dropped moon assured
that it was a dream.
On the Universal Children’s Day, let’s pledge
that we will not leave children alone.
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THE REAL

HAPPINESS
“Don’t say that son – it isn’t right. We all care
for you,” mother said politely.
“No one cares for my happiness,” Bilal said in
the same tone.
“What makes you happy son? Tell me,” his
mother asked again. His mother placed his
head in her lap lovingly and said, “You have all
the blessings of Allah. You have a healthy body
and healthy mind, you have a loving and caring
family, you are provided good food to eat and
good clothing to wear. And also you get almost
everything that you want and we can afford to get
for you. My lovely son you should be thankful to
Allah for all this. And this all is a
real happiness to have.”
Bilal reacted carelessly: “My
friend Ahmad has got a brand
new iPad. It has got many games
and many interesting features.
I want you to buy me an iPad as
well.”
So this was Bilal’s new wish
which he thought was
t h e
real happiness.
His

Hiba Ibraheem

I

t was a very beautiful morning when Bilal with
his sister Zainab, went to school. He was very
excited because his father promised to buy him
a cricket kit that evening. While at school, he
wanted that day to pass quickly so he could go back
home and play cricket.
He was lost in his thoughts when the teacher
shouted “You didn’t do your homework again?
Now your parents will be called in to
school and your poor report will be
given to them”. Bilal took it normal as
if he never cared for that. He knew
his parents loved him very much,
so there was nothing to worry
about.
That evening seemed to be the
best time in life as he got his cricket
kit and left for the local ground to
play with his friends. So this became
his routine.
Bilal’s parents were trying
to provide their children with
everything in a small monthly
budget. Bilal was ignoring this fact
and wanted his every wish to be
fulfilled.
“Bilal! You didn’t eat anything
all day and you haven’t done your
homework. What is wrong with you?”
His mother seemed very upset about his
behaviour. He didn’t respond at all and
ignored her. His mother asked again, “I
am your best friend, wouldn’t you tell me
what’s going on in your head?”
“No one cares for me,” Bilal showed
attitude to his mother.
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mother seemed worried as she knew it was
very expensive and that they might not be
able to buy for Bilal. His mother tried to
make him understand that this was not real
happiness but her efforts went in vain.
Bilal was not talking to anyone at home.
He stayed quiet most of the time. He stopped
paying attention to his studies. He became
so stubborn that he could do anything to
get an iPad. His father was upset at his
behaviour as well but Bilal never cared for
anyone.
Bilal’s days were passing only dreaming
about an iPad. He was hoping every day that
his father would buy one for him, ignoring
the fact that he was unable to do so. Bilal
was old enough to understand his family’s
circumstances. In fact, he became selfish
and stubborn following his desires.
One day, he went to the local market
with his father. They went to buy grocery
for home where Bilal was startled to see a
boy roughly of the same age as him. A very
thin boy with messy hair and dirty torn
clothes, was standing beside a stall, trying
to sell vegetables. Bilal stopped near him
and started staring at him. As Bilal saw that
the boy was not having his left arm, his eyes
filled with tears. His heartbeat became very
fast when Bilal saw his books lying in the
corner of that stall. This was a moment of
realization for Bilal. The tears were rolling
down his cheeks. As he had realized what
the real happiness was.
He was so ashamed for his behaviour
which he had adopted in last few weeks just
to annoy his parents to fulfil his wish.
While walking back to home his
mother’s words full of love and affection
were storming his mind “...you have all the
blessings...you have a healthy body and
a healthy mind...you eat good and wear
good...you should be thankful to Allah...”
He wanted to reach home quickly to
say sorry to his mother and father for his
misbehaviour. He wanted to offer prayers
to ask forgiveness from Allah for his
ungratefulness as he had found the “real
happiness” when he had come to see how
much he was blessed with.

Smile

Q: How do all oceans say hello to each other?
A: They wave!
Q: Why do bees have sticker hair?
A: Because they use honey combs.
Q: Why did the computer go to the doctor?
A: Because it had a virus!
Q: What is the difference between a school teacher and
a train?
A: The teacher says “spit your gum out”, and the train
says “chew chew chew”!
Q: Why did the boy bring a ladder to school?
A: He wanted to go to high school!
Q: Which hand is better to write with?
A: Neither, it’s best to write with a pen!
Q: What is the name of the witch who lives in the
desert?
A: Sand-witch.
Q: Why did the math book look so sad?
A: Because it had so many problems!
Q: Why did Mickey Mouse take a trip in the space?
A: He wanted to find Pluto!
Q: What does one wall say to the other wall?
A: I’ll meet you at the corner.
Aitala Khan
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The Fear of

EXAMS

E

Mobeen Naeem

veryone has fears. Everyone is afraid of something.
Students have exams fears. They think they
cannot do better in exams. They cannot get their
desired marks. Their parents will not be happy
with their performance. There are many more fears, but
relax buddies, you can overcome those fears. How? Let me
tell you, how.
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Exams fear affects your performance. So
first of all, you accept the fear, then try
to overcome it. You should have a strong
belief in you that you can overcome
these fears. Many students feel stress
and anxiety in exams. They worry a
lot. They get headache. They lose their
interest in other activities.
Two, you should share it with your
parents. Communicate with your parents
and tell what kind of difficulty you are
facing in your studies. By sharing your
problem with your parents, you will feel
relieved and comforted.
Three, during the exams when you
feel stress, you should take a break for
some time, think positive and take some
deep breaths. You should make your
habit of exercise. Eat at time. Sleep at
time. At the start of exams make your
schedule and try to follow it. Create
a balance between studies and sports
times.
Four, many students set high goals
but fail to achieve it. You should set
realistic goals and do your best to achieve
those. You should think of the bigger
picture. When you think big, and out of
the box, then you can easily overcome all
these stresses and anxieties.
Five, I have a suggestion for the
adults. Parents, teachers and elders can
help their children to tell all about their
problems and causes of stress. They
can make them realize that they can
overcome the stress and anxiety. They
can help them to solve their problems.
They can make them feel more confident.
Parents can involve their children in
shopping, food and encourage them to
choose healthy snacks.
Six, it is advisable for parents that in
exams, do not give your children sweets,
chocolates, burgers, chips, because,
doctors say, these make children moody
and irritable.
Conclusively, stress is a common
reaction to exams. So, the key is to keep
the nerves to positive use and believe in
yourself.

Muhammad Zul-Jamal
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reathing in urban areas, big cities and
adjoining areas, particularly in the dwelling
areas along G. T. Road, we the children, who
are the future of the nation, are compelled to
breathe in an air that is toxic. Cough, sneeze and
cough again is what is becoming a cycle of nature,
though it is said that the children of this age are
living in a far better environment than the children
of yesteryears. This may partially be true, but doesn’t
seem the whole truth.
Not only the air is polluted, fog and mist in
winters are causing skin and throat diseases, but
also the children of my age are subjected to mostly
use adulterated eatables and drinkables. Videos
and posts circulating on social media tell all, which
is alarming. This has to be a cause of concern for
the nation, state and government and immediate
remedial measures should be taken as early as
possible. Unfortunately, very few programmes are
being aired on TV channels and even in print media
hardly there is a serious article regarding issues
relating to children, their healthcare and education.
I am writing this because I am the one to speak for
us — the children of today, the future of tomorrow.
God forbid, if this environmental issue continues to
exist and food concerns are not addressed, one is not
sure our generation of children will be able to see
their tomorrow. Children are the most vulnerable
population. So they are the most affected as the
hospital doctors admit.
The New York Times in a recently published
write-up particularly mentioned of Lahore, saying
smog has become the heart of Punjab’s fifth season.
The levels of dangerous particulates known as PM2.5
(tiny enough to enter the blood stream) are already
far above the safe limit. Children’s eyes constantly
keep watering and they catch intractable cough for
weeks. This is not just in Lahore city, but in Kasur,
Gujranwala, Sialkot and Gujrat the situation is the
same. These are the areas which are close to the

Indian border and it is said that India’s coal projects
and coal using industry is the major cause of smog
in the Pakistani side of Punjab. Both the federal
government and the provincial government are
justified in issuing advisories that children living in
the areas along G. T. Road should stay indoors, but
my question vis, how?
How can we, the children, stay indoor? We are
the only ones who have to be out in the polluted,
smoggy morning air since we go to school in the
mornings. Then there are assemblies held in the
open in the school ground, there are compulsory
riding lessons which we do in the open, during our
recess time we again come out in the lowly smogridden air, after school we are again out in the open,
no matter coughing and sneezing. The same story is
repeated at birthdays, while visiting the city parks,
while playing football or cricket matches, or while
going to market along with the parents. The same
segment of children’s population which is prone to
falling sick from air and noise pollution has to come
out in the open every often, sometime more number
of times in a day.
Shouldn’t I tell you how smog and fog harm us –
the children? How it causes lungs and heart diseases,
mostly skin problems and throat infections? Doctors
say that the children growing up in smog-ridden,
polluted and adulterated environment suffer from
one or more of the earlier mentioned diseases. It can
also cause lungs or skin cancer. Somebody has to take
notice of it. Either we should shut down schools in
the smog season or we should start home-schooling
or online schooling or alternatively, summer
vacations can be reduced to two months. Yes, there
are other solutions available but restricting children
to indoors is not the solution. Both the state and the
government need to ensure basic rights of the child
population for safe environment, healthy food and
better education.
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PAKISTAN’S NATIONAL ANIMAL

P

akistan’s national animal is Markhor.
Its scientific name is Capra Falconeri.
The word Markhor is derived from the
Persian language; Mar means snake
and khor means the eater, this is because of the
Markhor’s ability to kill the snakes and eat them.
Also its horns are like coiling snakes.
This rare animal, by virtue of its instinctive
abilities, has been selected as official logo of
one of Pakistan’s national security agencies
which are the symbol of maintaining country’s
sovereignty. Likewise, Markhor is a symbol of
courage, determination and intelligence.
Last year, in 2018, Pakistan International
Airlines also decided to use Markhor as its
logo on the tail of PIA planes.
Markhor has very unique and distinctive
qualities which my fellow kids would like to
know. This animal sits for long hours in the
mountainous heights, silently observes the
surroundings, and doesn’t react immediately
to a danger or an attacking enemy but responds
very hard when it finds it is right time to react.
Its observation is said to be very strong. And
similar is its ability to make a well-weighed
decision.
This precious animal lives on the top of
the mountains, almost between 600-2600
meters above the sea level. It typically inhabits
scrub forests made up primarily of oak, pine
and juniper trees where there is plenty of
food for the Markhor to eat. In Pakistan it
is found in the Northern Areas like GilgitBaltistan, Neelam Valley in Kashmir, Chitral,

Talha Tariq
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Hunza Valley and Kalash Valley, and also in the
Balochistan province. Markhor is herbivorous
animal that primarily grazes on a variety of
vegetations including grasses, leaves, herbs, fruits
and flowers. Like other wild goats, Markhor plays
a valuable role within their ecosystem as they chew
the leaves from the low-lying trees, spreading the
seeds in their dung.
There are five sub species of Markhor found
in Pakistan, which include Kashmir Markhor,
Astor Markhor, Bukharan Markhor, Sulaiman
Markhor and Kabul Markhor.
It has different names in different native
languages of Pakistan. For example, it is also
known as Shakhawat. In Persian, Urdu and
Kashmiri languages it is known as Markhor and
in Pashto it is known as Margumay.
Markhor has a big body structure greyish in
colour of skin with white or red chest. Its legs
are black and white and its face is dark. Like
humans, Markhor wears different clothes for
different seasons. In winter the coat grows longer
and thicker to insulate its body, and in summer
the coat is shedder off. The hoove of Markhor is
wide, helping it balance when climbing or simply
walking in its often-uneven habitat. With the help
of these hooves it does not fall from the highest
mountains.
The male and female Markhors do not
look exactly the same; rather they are easily
distinguishable from one another. The biggest
difference is seen in their size, with males
weighing twice as much as females. Both have
beard like hairs, the male Markhor’s hairs are
considerably longer and thicker while the female’s
are shorter. Markhor is not usually social but
solitary; its behaviour depends upon

its gender. Females usually travel in small herd
containing eight to ten members, and are very
social with each other. On the other hand, males
spend most of their time alone. Male Markhor can
live up to nine years of age, but as its age increases
and its body begins to shrink, it can become an
easy target for natural predators including grey
wolves and snow leopards.
Markhor has been listed as endangered by the
International Union for Conservation of Nature
(IUCN) since 1994, with a 2008 global population
estimate of less than 2,500 animals across five
countries: Pakistan, Afghanistan, Tajikistan,
Uzbekistan, and India. They are threatened
by illegal hunting, habitat destruction, and
competition from domestic goats and sheep.
As the Markhor is our National
Animal, it is our responsibility
to protect it from every type of
threats it has.
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